Using preoperative colon preparation to prevent surgical site infection

Elective colon and rectal resections have the highest rates of surgical site infection (SSI) of any elective procedure in contemporary surgery. One technique that can be used to prevent SSI is preoperative preparation of the colon. This article examines the efficacy of this procedure as well as providing tips for best practice. The author also outlines some future research topics.

INTRODUCTION
Elective colon and rectal resections have the highest rates of surgical site infection (SSI) of any elective procedure in contemporary surgery. SSI rates for elective colon resection were as high as 80-90% in the 1930s[1] although they improved to approximately 40% by the end of the 1960s.

Preoperative systemic antibiotics introduced by Polk and Lopez-Mayor[2] have further reduced SSI rates and performing further placebo-controlled trials to prove this point is considered unnecessary[3].

However, globally there is great variation in the reporting of SSI rates due to different criteria for what constitutes an infection and anomalies in post-discharge follow-up. During the last two decades, there have been three rigorously evaluated patient studies following elective colorectal resection[4-6]. The rate of SSI hovers around 20-25% in studies where systemic antibiotics were appropriately administered and where patients were monitored for 30 days postoperatively[4-6]. Clearly, more needs to be done to prevent the morbidity and cost of SSI following colon surgery.

The aim of mechanical bowel preparation is to remove faecal content from the large bowel, thereby reducing the rate of postoperative infections. Traditionally, this was performed using enemas in combination with oral laxatives but more recently oral cathartic agents that induce diarrhoea, such as polyethylene glycol and sodium phosphate, have been developed.

Preoperative preparation of the colon for the prevention of SSI has attracted a lot of attention. Human stool may contain as many as $10^{12}$ bacteria per gram and purging faecal matter before colonic surgery has always seemed intuitively correct[7]. However, mechanical cleansing alone does not reduce the density of bacteria in the mucosal fluid and it has never been shown to reduce SSI in isolation. This was recognised 70 years ago[8-10] and has been revalidated over the last 10 years by a host of clinical trials and the obligatory meta-analysis[11]. These recently identified failures of mechanical preparation...
have led to some surgeons abandoning preoperative preparation altogether. Understanding the failure of mechanical preparation led investigators in the late 1930s to pursue possible antimicrobial methods of reducing bacterial concentration.

**ORAL ANTIBIOTIC BOWEL PREPARATION**

Despite early efforts with sulfa preparations[12] and kanamycin[13], a successful randomised clinical trial was not performed until Washington et al investigated the use of oral neomycin and tetracycline compared to mechanical preparation alone[14]. Clarke *et al*[15] validated the use of an neomycin and erythromycin base compared to mechanical preparation and a placebo.

This latter combination became popular in the US and by the end of the 1990s the oral antibiotic bowel preparation combined with preoperative systemic antibiotics was the most common strategy employed in elective colon surgery[16].

Lewis has further validated the merits of the oral antibiotic bowel preparation by conducting a randomised clinical trial of oral neomycin/metronidazole plus systemic antibiotics versus systemic antibiotics alone[17]. These findings were further validated by Lewis with a detailed meta-analysis of 13 total clinical trials demonstrating significance (P < 0.0001) in the combination of oral antibiotic bowel preparations allied with systemic antibiotics.

Despite the evidence supporting oral antibiotic bowel preparations, they are not widely used and have not been well received outside of the US and Canada.
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Unfortunately, the quality of preoperative bowel preparation has often been suboptimal because of retained faecal material and reluctance by patients to complete the full requirements of the mechanical preparation. Patients have complained about the discomfort caused by the volume of fluid involved in mechanical preparation and the abdominal cramping associated with erythromycin has also resulted in poor compliance and a similar lack of adequate preparation for surgery.

Disillusionment among surgeons in all countries regarding this poor quality of preparation has led to abandonment of both oral and mechanical bowel preparations, and even some concern that the polyethylene glycol mechanical preparation may increase infection rates[18].

**THE CORRECT TECHNIQUE**

Over time the author has learned some effective clinical techniques for administering antibiotic bowel
preparation which can reduce SSI rates compared to those observed when systemic antibiotics are used in isolation. The following are important points:

- Patients and families must be well-informed about the details of the colorectal operation, the significance of complete colon preparation and the value of the correct use of the oral antibiotic regimen for the prevention of SSIs. Compliance with the preparation protocol is essential.
- The mechanical preparation must be thorough and complete. The massive numbers of microbes in human stool mean that any retained stool will render oral antibiotics ineffective. It is likely that reduction in the density of microbes at the mucosal surface is the most important factor for preventing infection and retained stool interferes with this. A mechanical preparation of 48 hours or longer may be necessary in selected patients to achieve this goal of complete removal of all faecal matter[19].
- Allowing any colonic lavage fluid to be retained until the time of the operation is unacceptable. Any colonic lavage containing polyethylene glycol that is initiated within 12–16 hours of the operation will result in retained fluid and the potential for 'splash' during any resection. This subsequently increases the likelihood of SSI. Any colonic lavage must be completed by midday on the day before the operation.
- Oral antibiotics should only be administered after the completion of mechanical bowel preparation. Administering neomycin capsules or tablets of any other antibiotic formulation while mechanical preparation is still in process can result in undissolved capsules and tablets being passed by the patient with no intraluminal antibiotic effect.

THE FUTURE

Even with the application of effective oral antibiotic bowel preparation and the appropriate use of systemic antibiotics, SSI rates may remain ≥5% and continued improvement in strategies to prevent SSIs in colon surgery need to be developed.

This continued SSI rate of ≥5% may be related to the fact that the development of oral antibiotic bowel preparations has been inconsistent over time and it remains unclear which regimen is best. Neomycin has been questioned in terms of its effectiveness[20] and is associated with gastrointestinal motility problems. Metronidazole is well-absorbed and because of this may not yield optimum intraluminal drug concentrations. Instead of additional trials challenging the use of mechanical preparation and reaffirming the literature of 70 years ago, new prospective trials evaluating different oral antibiotics are required.

There is some debate as to which form of mechanical bowel preparation is most efficacious as there have been many different preparations used. Polyethylene glycol is the most popular at present. One clinical trial identifies that sodium phosphate may provide the best result[21], although it has been associated with hyperphosphatemia[22].
One recent experimental investigation concludes that microbial virulence is enhanced when intracolonic phosphate concentrations are low and provides a scientific argument for including phosphate in the colonic preparation[23]. The different mechanical preparations need to be evaluated to define the best cleansing results, but also best patient acceptance. Finally, it is widely accepted that combined oral antibiotic bowel preparation and concomitant systemic antibiotics disrupt the normal colonic ecosystem and one retrospective study implicates oral antibiotics in the postoperative development of Clostridium difficile enterocolitis[24]. It is certainly true that the inappropriate continuation of systemic antibiotics after completion of a colorectal resection will increase antibiotic-associated enterocolitis events. More research is needed into whether probiotics and prebiotics administered postoperatively help to restore the normal colonic microflora.
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CONCLUSION
When it comes to the efficacy of oral antibiotic bowel preparation and the appropriate use of systemic antibiotics there are many unanswered questions. For example, is there a role for the intraoperative application of antibiotics or antiseptics to the surgical site? Can intraoperative pulsed-lavage reduce the microbial burden on the wound interface before closure? Could closed suction drains within a closed surgical incision reduce infection rates, especially in patients with a large body mass index (BMI)? What is the role of delayed primary closure or secondary closure in the wound where obvious contamination has occurred, or in the circumstance of emergent colonic resection where considerable contamination is encountered from pre-existent perforation? And are immediate negative pressure wound dressings appropriate in the open contaminated wound?

These and many other questions still continue to confront clinicians involved in colorectal surgery. In this author’s opinion, considerable evidence supports the routine use of oral antibiotic bowel preparation in conjunction with effective mechanical preparation and this regimen deserves a broader application in practice.
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